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Millennial Gold – 
A Modern Mantra

Mr Dhiaan Srinivasan
Director, Emerald Jewel Industry India Ltd

‘Less is more' is the mantra the 

new-gen millennial goes by. Spread 

across the prime age group of 15-30 

years, they are always searching for 

something unique, quirky, trending, 

and personalised yet minimalist. Be 

it outfits or jewellery, and they prefer 

the kinds that can be worn anywhere 

with utmost comfort yet something 

that complements their personality.

In a nutshell, the fashion and 

jewellery business world has fallen to 

the mercy of millennials. With them 

living fast-paced lives alternating 

between hectic work schedules 

and personal occasions, they rather 

prefer sleeker and dainty designs 

that are classy to go with a greater 

number of outfits and a greater 

number of occasions.

The bold and heavy jewellery pieces 

have made way for fine jewellery, 

which is lightweight and intricately 

studded with gems and stones. 

Items like bracelets, chains with 

sleek pendants, rings, and ear studs 

are preferred more over heavy 

necklaces, bangles, and earrings. 

They now thrive on futuristic design, 

emphasize creativity, and have 

broader functionality.

Considering this here has never 

been a much better time than now 

for manufacturers to make a shift 

and evolve in offering a wider array 

of unique designs that are more 

intricate and modern. Keeping this in 

mind will ensure they’re ahead of the 

curve.
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jewellery like simple tassel diamond 

earrings, light and fancy rose 

gold jewellery, simple pearl studs, 

pearl necklaces, light chains with 

a fancy pendant etc., are the new 

favourite these days. Jewellery with 

geometric patterns is another. Be it 

in studs, drops, diamond earrings, 

pendants or bracelets, geometric 

designs are a sought-after design 

for a casual day out, party, or a 

business meeting. Thus, the need 

for jewellery brands to focus on 

finding ways to make such pieces 

which are one-of-a-kind to be at the 

top of the market.

“Millennial’s purchase decisions keep 

on changing with time. Thus, it's 

best to create an intuitive platform 

to suit changing needs of clients 

5-10 years down the line and enjoy 

a sustainable advantage,” said Mr 

That said, even with such a 

revolution, gold has been the only 

constant throughout. Mr Srinivasan, 

MD & Chairman of Emerald Jewel 

Industry, believes that gold is a 

timeless metal; trends may come 

and go, but the love for it will never 

cease. Gold embodies purity 

and elegance, forever making it 

the chosen metal for auspicious 

occasions and everyday wear alike. 

Its ability to complement an array 

of colours makes it the go-to pick 

for the modern woman. Today, they 

want to look for a piece of gold 

jewellery that’s minimalistic yet 

elegant, that is classic yet conveys 

a gamut of priceless emotions and 

can be worn on special occasions or 

every day.

Minimalism is the trend of the times, 

and minimalistic designs on gold 

Dhiaan Srinivasan & Mrs Shakthi 

Srinivasan, Directors, Emerald Jewel 

Industry India Ltd. According to 

the directors of Emerald, customer 

service and convenience are the 

two most important factors that the 

brands need to work on moving 

forward. They claimed that today 

32% of Indian millennial women feel 

don’t find gold jewellery that caters 

to their needs of fine jewellery. Thus, 

it’s time for gold jewellery promotions 

to focus more on its beauty and 

aesthetic value than on investment 

benefits. By doing that, the industry 

can appeal to the design language 

and style of millennials, who have 

been picking other creative and 

innovative accessories to suit 

themselves.

Uniqueness and freshness are the 

two USPs of such modern jewellery, 

and Emerald is one that has been 

able to bring together the essences 

of traditional and contemporary 
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jewellery into the design boards of 

their millennial gold range. Through 

their facilities equipped with state-

of-the-art technology and designers 

with requisite artistic expertise, 

Emerald has successfully catered 

to such demand for sophisticated, 

sleek, and lightweight jewellery. 

Techniques such as electroforming, 

stamping and laser cutting have 

enabled Emerald to have precision in 

cutting and moulding distinct motifs 

of varied finishes.

Modernism is much too frequently 

dismissed as loud and flamboyant. 

Emerald, which has astonished 

its audience with its innovative, 

modern approach, redefines these 

viewpoints in their Millennial Gold 

Collection. Emerald's core values 

are excellence and professional 

workmanship, and they source the 

best metal from reputable suppliers 

to create beautiful works of art. At 

Emerald, extraordinary results are 

produced by fusing contemporary 

technology with pure gold under the 

attentive guidance of knowledgeable 

professionals.

Additionally, a specialised crew 

keeps track of the shifting fashion 

industry preferences to stay current 

with new trends. At Emerald, 

jewellery is elevated to become more 

than just an accessory and a means 

of expressing one’s distinct style. 

The harmony of comfortable and 

relatable designs makes the Emerald 

range one of the most sought-after 

brands in the market. Keeping in 

mind the philosophy of ‘less is more’, 

Emerald has selected a variety of 

earrings, necklaces, bracelets, 

bangles, rings, and other jewellery 

for millennial women.

“To achieve undivided attention of 

youth today, EJI has concentrated on 

long-term solutions and cooperated 

with like-minded partners for the 

Stay Ahead campaign, which 

promises a new age of stylish 

gold jewellery consumption for the 

forthcoming generations,” said Mr. 

Dhiaan Srinivasan.

The best time to buy a 
CombiBarTM was 10 years ago. 
The second best time is now.
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World Gold Council’s ‘You Are Gold’ 
campaign – celebrating the inspiring 
stories of millennial women

Ms Shubhi Jain

Gold is a universal symbol of wealth and prosperity in 

India. From weddings to religious festivals, gold has a 

strong cultural relevance. While gold retains its intrinsic 

value and cultural relevance over generations, in recent 

years the gold industry has seen a difference in its 

emotional connect among the Millennials and Gen Z. 

They have different preferences 

and their desire for bold and honest 

self-expression sets them apart. This 

revealed an opportunity to redefine 

the relevance of gold jewellery 

amongst younger generations and 

create meaningful resonance in 

doing so. 

Since 2021, the World Gold 

Council has launched a multi-

media campaign ‘You are gold’ in 

partnership with Gem & Jewellery 

Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) 

to increase awareness, relevance 

and adoption of gold jewellery 

amongst young Indian consumer. 

The essence of the campaign ‘Every 

moment that makes you, YOU, 

deserves to be celebrated with gold’ 

reflects in the phrase ‘You are Gold’. 

It delivers a modern meaning and 

narrative on gold without letting go 

of its classic relevance passed down 

to generations. The idea is to create 

a new age culture that respects 

and embraces tradition while 

reinterpreting it in contemporary 

ways – akin to a true millennial 

approach.

To further tap into the consumers’ 

desire for self-expression, prestige 

and make gold a powerful extension 

of their personalities, the World Gold 

Council this year collaborated with 

Vogue to bring to life inspirational 

stories of women from different walks 

of life. 
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Meet Shivani Kalra, Sonali Swami, and Shubhi 

Jain. Each of them stepped beyond the 

conventional path to follow their dreams and 

conquer all obstacles that came their way. The 

World Gold Council and Vogue commemorated 

these exceptional women’s triumphs and 

accomplishments by celebrating their milestones 

with timeless pieces of gold jewellery. 

Indian pilot, Shivani Kalra heroically operated 

the historical evacuation flight from Bucharest, 

Romania to bring 249 Indian students back 

home to safety. She believes that the notion of 

gold standing tough through the test of time 

and emerging as a beautiful piece of jewellery 

resembles a lot to her journey so far.  She recalls 

how the yearly tradition of her brother gifting her a 

piece of jewellery on Raksha Bandhan started her 

dalliance with gold.

On the other hand, Sonali Swami, an athlete 

and personal coach has gracefully fought her 

way through an otherwise typically men's domain. 

While her gold medals in bodybuilding were quite 

a literal testament to her strength, she dons her 

gold jewellery every day to savor the journey and to 

celebrate how far she has come.

Shubhi Jain is a radio jockey, entrepreneur and most 

importantly, a dancing traffic volunteer. Her journey 

with gold too, is an endearing one. She gifted her 

mother a pair of gold earnings with her first salary 

to commemorate the event and on a more personal 

note, is extremely attached to her gold pendant 

that reminds her to live her life fearlessly, not just for 

herself but those around her as well. 

Just as these remarkable women acknowledge and 

commemorate every win in their own personal way, 

we envision this campaign encouraging millions of 

women to do the same. Thus, making gold jewellery 

an extension of their personalities and bringing 

back gold’s role as an invaluable participant in every 

millennial woman’s story!

Ms Sonali Swami

Ms Shivani Kalra
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China plays a significant role 
in the global Platinum Group 
Metals markets

In its latest Platinum Quarterly 

report, the World Platinum 

Investment Council (WPIC) forecast 

a platinum market surplus of 974K 

Koz for 2022, despite an 8% decline 

in total supply.

However, despite the sizeable 

surplus suggested by headline 

supply and demand data, market 

tightness for platinum - as evidenced 

by lease rates - has been a feature 

of the second quarter and seemingly 

remains ongoing, spurred by 

stronger-than-expected imports of 

platinum into China.

“It certainly is unusual to have such a 

large apparent surplus according to 

published data, yet unavailability of 

metal in the spot market,” said Trevor 

Raymond, WPIC’s Chief Executive 

Officer.

In 2021, China imported 3.5 Moz of 

platinum, over 1.2 Moz more than 

identified demand in the country. 

In the first six months of 2022, this 

pattern continued. China’s excess 

imports will more than absorb the 

surplus forecast for 2022 if they 

continue at the rate seen during 

the first half of the year, reaching 

1.3 Moz annualised, based on 

Bloomberg-reported data.  

While the high level of imports into 

China that are well above identified 

demand is not captured in published 

supply and demand data, they are 

likely a critical factor that has led 

to elevated lease rates, indicating 

market tightness. Lease rates 

peaked at 10% in May, a rate higher 

than that seen at the height of the 

pandemic and significantly above the 

ten-year average. The combination 

Ms Vicki Barker
Investor Communications Manager

World Platinum Investment Council Platinum Bullion Panda
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of solid China imports and high 

lease rates suggests that, despite 

the estimation of a surplus for 2022, 

platinum availability in the global 

market might be overestimated.

China is the world’s single largest 

consumer market for platinum group 

metals, accounting for more than 

25 per cent of global demand. It has 

the largest platinum jewellery market 

by annual sales and manufacturing 

output. It has risen in recent years to 

be the second largest consumer of 

platinum in automotive applications 

after Europe, mainly due to China 6 

and China VI emissions legislation 

for light and heavy-duty vehicles, 

respectively. 

Under its fourteenth five-year plan 

for 2021-2025, China is committed 

to promoting clean, low-carbon 

energy sources and efficient energy 

use to ensure peak emissions and 

carbon neutrality can be achieved in 

2030 and 2060, respectively. 

Owing to their unique catalytic 

properties and use in proton 

exchange membrane (PEM) 

technologies, platinum will continue 

to be essential for China to achieve 

its ambitious targets in emissions 

reduction, leading to more robust 

growth in its demand for platinum 

and its sister platinum group metals 

(PGMs) in the foreseeable future. 

In addition to its fast-growing battery 

electric vehicle (BEV) market, 

China has also set up policies and 

initiatives to support its development 

of the hydrogen fuel cell electric 

vehicle (FCEV) market with a focus 

on fuel cells in the heavy-duty sector, 

including buses and trucks. To 

accelerate the adoption of FCEVs, 

China has also introduced incentives 

to develop further the hydrogen 

value chain, including hydrogen 

transportation and refuelling 

infrastructure. Beijing is targeting 

1,000 hydrogen refuelling stations 

by 2030, with cumulative FCEV 

sales reaching one million vehicles 

by 2035. Regarding passenger 

vehicles, the first mass-produced 

hydrogen FCEV sedan in China, the 

Chang-an SL03, has just finished 

testing and is expected to be 

launched later this year. 

Recycling PGMs from spent 

autocatalysts continues to be an 

essential source of ongoing supply. 

In this regard, China has the single 

highest growth rate for PGMs 

recycling. In February 2022, BASF 

and Heraeus, two leading companies 

in the PGMs value chain, agreed 

to form a joint venture in China 

that will provide precious metal 

recycling solutions. This will enable 

spent PGM catalysts from China’s 

automotive and high-tech industries 

to be recovered, which can be 

used to make new products for the 

automotive, chemical, electronics 

and green hydrogen industries.

Ms Grace-Lin
Manager, China Investor 

Development

World Platinum Investment Council

SPW 2022

China PGMs Market Summit 2022
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The importance of PGMs has also 

attracted unprecedented attention 

domestically. In September 2022, 

Lin-Gang Group, a leading Chinese 

state-owned developer of industrial 

parks, announced a plan to set up a 

Platinum and Precious Metals Centre 

(PPMC) within Lin-Gang Special 

Area (LGSA), Shanghai. LGSA, well 

known as the site of Tesla’s Shanghai 

Gigafactory, is an economic 

development zone that opened in 

2017. The PPMC aims to further 

stimulate China’s PGMs market and 

PGMs eco-system by incorporating a 

PGMs research institute and a PGMs 

industrial park.

Shanghai Platinum Week 2022 
Launched last year to great acclaim, 

Shanghai Platinum Week (SPW) 

2022 took place in the first week 

of September at Shanghai Library 

East Hall. The event, which WPIC 

co-founded, has gained tremendous 

support from the PGMs industry. 

This year, the format of SPW 

comprised a two-day China PGMs 

Market Summit and two satellite 

events, CHEMPLEX Salon and Anglo 

American PGMs Forum.

During SPW 2022, Platinum Guild 

International, China, showcased the 

latest platinum jewellery pieces from 

the Platinum Moment collection. 

Shanghai Gold Coin Investment 

Company, a subsidiary of China 

Gold Coin Incorporation, displayed 

a series of China Panda coins, 

famous for their long and illustrious 

history going back over 40 years. 

This year platinum investment 

received a boost with the issue of 

the first platinum bullion Panda after 

an absence of over 15 years. It has 

been announced that the 2023 

Panda series will continue to feature 

a platinum bullion coin.

Despite stringent pandemic-related 

measures in China and ongoing 

lockdowns in significant cities, SPW 

2022 successfully attracted more 

than 450 delegates. The event also 

received strong support from South 

Africa’s PGM mining companies, 

many of the world-leading 

companies across the PGMs value 

chain, Chinese PGMs fabricators, 

central banks, and traders. SPW 

2022 also attracted jewellery 

fabricators from Shenzhen, China’s 

jewellery manufacturing centre.

SPW 2022 was held virtually, with 

the option of in-person attendance 

for those living in China. WPIC 

partnered with Hubilo, a leading 

virtual event platform, to provide 

overseas delegates with a seamless 

virtual conference experience and 

interaction.

Over time, SPW will be an annual 

fixture for the PGMs industry, 

continuing to strengthen the ties 

between China and the global PGMs 

markets. SPW 2023 is planned 

to take place in the last week of 

June. More overseas participants 

are expected for the 2023 event, 

assuming China relaxes its 

international travel restrictions in the 

coming months.

Platinum Bullion Panda exhibition in SPW 2022




